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Abstract
This report describes KEKADA, a system that is capable of carrying out a complex series of exper-
iments on problems from the history of science. The system incorporates a set of experimentation
strategies that were extracted from the traces of scientists' behaviors. It focuses on surprises to con-
strain its search, and uses its strategies to generate hypotheses and to carry out experiments. Some
strategies axe domain independent, whereas others incorporate knowledge of a specific domain.
The domain-independent strategies include magnification, determining scope, divide and conquer,
factor analysis, and relating different anomalous phenomena. KEKADA represents an experiment
as a set of independent and dependent entities, with apparatus variables and a goal. It represents a
theory either as a sequence of processes or as abstract hypotheses. This report describes KEKADA's
response to a particular problem in biochemistry. On this and other problems, the system is ca-
pable of carrying out a complex series of experiments to refine domain theories. Analysis of the
system and its behavior on a number of different problems has established its generality, but it has
also revealed the reasons why the system, in its present form, would not be a good experimental
scientist.
This report appeared as a chapter in J. Shrager _z P. Langley (Eds.) (1990), Computational models
of scientific discovery and theory formation. San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufmann.
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1. Introduction
Although experimentation plays an important role in many fields of science, only a few studies
have focused on the role of experimentation in scientific discoveries (Friedland, 1979; Karp, 1989;
Rajamoney, 1990). This chapter describes KI_KADA, a system capable of carrying out a complex
series of experiments.
The study of surprising phenomena is an important research task in many experimental domains.
This task can be formulated as:
• Given: A surprising phenomenon;
• Given: A set of facts and hypotheses about the domain;
• Do: Carry out an experimentation program, acquire the results of the experiments, and use
these results to refine the domain theory incrementally.
Unlike the programs developed by Karp (1990) and Rajamoney (1990), KEKADA is capable of
detecting surprising phenomena and using these surprises to guide its attempts to revise the domain
theory. In the next section, we describe the representation used in the system. After this, we
describe the program's control and its basic processes. In the fourth section, we present an example
of KEKADA's behavior on a particular problem. Then in the fifth section, we analyze the abihties
of the system, after which we draw some tentative conclusions.
2. Representation in KEKADA
We will first describe KEKADA's representation of its knowledge, including the experiments it
suggests and the theories it refines. An experiment is an operation carried out under well-specified
conditions to determine an unknown effect. For example, one may immerse hver tissue slices in a
solution of ornithine, maintained at pH 8, and carry out certain tests to measure the results. A
substance like ornithine, which the experimenter includes in the experimental setup, is called an
independent entity. An experiment may also result in production of new dependent entities.
Each entity has an associated set of independent, dependent, or apparatus variables. For exam-
ple, ornithine might have concentration as an independent variable and rate of consumption as a
dependent variable. An apparatus variable plays an auxihary role in an experiment and is not a
direct cause of the results of the experiment. In the scenario that we described earher, the experi-
menter uses the tissue shce method and maintains the pH at 8. In this case, both pH and method
are apparatus variables. Table 1 shows KBKADA's representation of this particular experiment.
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TaMe 1. Representation of an experiment in KEKADA.
Current goal: Determine relevant factors of a phenomenon.
Independent entity: Name = 0rnithine, Concentration = Medium.
Apparatus variables: Method = Tissue-slice, pH = 8.
Measure: Rates of production of the outputs of the reaction.
Dependent entity: Expected-Name = Urea, Expected-Rate = < 2, 10 >.
In addition to the different entities and variables, this experiment has as a goal to find relevant
factors in a previously observed phenomenon. Before any experiment is carried out, KEKADA
associates expectations about the values of one or more dependent entities and associated variables.
For numeric attributes, lower and upper bounds on the value are specified. For symbolic attributes,
a single nominal value is specified. In the experiment in Table 1, the system expects urea to be
produced at a rate between 2 and 10.
Whereas KEKADA represents experiments in such specific terms, it represents hypotheses at
various levels of abstraction. A hypothesis is described as a sequence of processes, where each
process has the same basic representation as an experiment. For example, consider a process that
is a sequence of three reactions: P1, P2, and P3. Suppose that in P1, the substances ammonia,
carbon dioxide, and ornithine combine to produce citrulline and water. In P2, citrulline and
ammonia combine to produce arginine and water. In P3, arginine and water combine to produce
ornithine and urea. The representation of this hypothesis is shown in Table 2.
Hypotheses can be even more abstract than the one shown in Table 2. Thus, one hypothesis
might specify that ornithine donates the amino group to urea in a reaction, and another hypothesis
might specify that ornithine acts as a catalyst, as in:
Type: donates-group, Donor: Ornithine, Group: Amino, Receiver: Urea.
Type : is-catalyst, Reactant : 0rnithine.
Each hypothesis in KEKADA has an associated confidence vector, which is represented as a 5-
tuple <success, failure, failed-effort, implied-success, implied-failure>. The suc-
cess slot stores the number of experiments that have verified a hypothesis, whereas the failure slot
stores the number of experiments that have failed to support a hypothesis. The implied-success
slot stores the number of experiments that are a positive but inconclusive indication of the validity
of a hypothesis. The failed-effort slot stores the amount of effort spent to find positive instances
of an existential hypothesis. Finally, the implied-failure slot st'ores the number of experiments that
indicate, but not conclusively, that a hypothesis is false.
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Table 2. Representation of an hypothesis in KEKADA.
Process: Ornithine Cycle consists of PI, P2, and P3.
Process Name: P1
Independent Entities: Ammonia, Carbon dioxide, Ornithine
Dependent Entities: Citrulline, Water
Process Name: P2
Independent Entities: Citrulline, Ammonia
Dependent Entities : Arginine, Water
Process Name: P3
Independent Entities: Arginine, Water
Dependent Entities: Ornithine, Urea
3. Control Structure and Processes
In this section, we will examine KEKADA'S control structure and basic processes. The control
structure incorporates two high-level techniques: heuristic search through two problem spaces and
use of surprises to direct the search. We first discuss these techniques and then describe various
components in the system.
3.1 Dual Space Search and Surprises
The basic source of KEKADA's new knowledge is the environment. The system carries out ex-
periments on the external world to gather new information and to modify confidences in existing
beliefs. Thus it searches two spaces, one containing hypotheses and the other containing experi-
ments and results (Simon & Lea, 1974). On the basis of the current state of the hypothesis space
(existing hypotheses and their confidences), the system chooses an experiment to carry out. It then
interprets the outcome of the experiment, modifying its hypotheses and their confidences. Figure 1
shows this organization in a graphic form.
Let us consider an example of how KEKADA uses experiments. If the system is studying the
hypothesis that a specific substance, ornithine, is acting as a catalyst in a given reaction, it may
decide to carry out an experiment to verify this belief. Thus it may measure the amount of urea
produced in the presence of a small amount of ornithine. If a large amount of urea is produced in
this experiment, this lends evidence to the hypothesis.
KEKADA focuses its attention on surprises to constrahYits search. Surprises have played a central
role in many important discoveries. For example, in the course of years of research that produced
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Figure 1. KBKADA's dual space search organization.
many important results, Priestley observed that "the first hints, at least of almost everything I have
discovered, of much importance, have occurred to me in this manner (as unexpected phenomena)"
(Conant, 1957). KBKADA attends to surprises, thereby searching the parts of its experiment space
dense with useful phenomena. To this end, it associates expectations with each experiment. Thus,
if it is carrying out an experiment on ornithine and ammonia in the liver tissue slices, its prior
experiences may lead it to expect that the experiment would produce urea at some rate between
2 and 10 units. If urea is produced at the rate of 20 units, the outcome violates expectations. In
this case, KEKADA lacked a whole body of knowledge and thus had wrong expectations about the
results of the experiment. Focusing attention on this surprise puts a powerful constraint on the
system's search for new knowledge.
3.2 Overall Control Structure
The overall control structure of KEKADA, 1 shown in Table 3, allows itto carry out this dual space
search, to detect surprises,and to focus on them. The system has a set of strategies,each with three
associated parts: hypothesis generators, experiment proposers, and experiment evaluators. Each of
these consists of a set of rules in the form of conditions and actions. The input to KEKADA is a
surprising phenomenon: the expectations and the results of an experiment. First, the hypothesis
1. KEKADA is implemented in the production system language OPS5 (Brownston, Farrell, Kant, & Martin, 1985).
J . . .
A production system consists of two main components: a set of condition-action rules, or productions, and a
dynamic working memory.
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Table 3. The control structure of KEKADA.
Inputs:
R: the results of the experiment
EXP: the expectations for the experiment
Procedure KEKADA (R, EXP)
Generate a set of hypotheses HL using the hypothesis
generators whose conditions are satisfied.
Repeat
Choose hypothesis HS from the set HL.
Let S be the strategy whose hypothesis generator suggested
the hypothesis HS.
Generate a set of experiments EL using the experiment
proposers associated with the strategy S.
For each experiment E in the set EL,
Generate expectations EXP' for the experiment E.
Carry out the experiment E to get results (R').
If results _ are not within the expectation EXP',
Then KEKADA (R'_ EXP');
Else interpret the results of the experiment E
using the experiment evaluators associated
with the hypothesis HS.
generators whose conditions are satisfied produce hypotheses. Then the system chooses one of
these hypotheses using a preference scheme described in Kulkarni (1988). The strategy whose
hypothesis generator suggested this hypothesis also has components for proposing experiments and
evaluating them. Next the experiment proposers suggest a number of experiments, and a set of
expectation setters generates expectations for them. At this stage, the user provides the system
with the results of these experiments. If these results violate the expectations for the experiment,
KEKADA detects this as a surprise and makes a recursive call to itself. If no surprise is detected,
then the experiment evaluators interpret the results of the experiment. The system repeats this
cycle, choosing an hypothesis and carrying out experiments until it encounters a reeursive call to
itself or all the current hypotheses have been ruled out.
The system can also be viewed as carrying out a mixture of breadth-first and depth-first search
through its hypothesis and experiment spaces. Under normal circumstances, KEKADA iterates
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through each hypothesis and through each of the experiments generated to test these hypotheses; _
one can view this behavior as a form of breadth-first search. However, when the result of an
experiment is surprising, the system abandons this search and focuses attention on the newly found
surprise. In essence, KEKADA forgets its previous goals and attends entirely to the new phenomenon,
using it to generate a new set of hypotheses, and using these to guide further experimentation. One
can view this control scheme as a form of depth-first search without backtracking, with the system
being easily "distracted" by unexpected results. As we will see later, this counterintuitive strategy
works quite well in the scientific domains we have examined.
3.3 KEKADA_s Strategies
To constrain the search in the problem spaces, the system employs a small set of strategies to
formulate a small number of good hypotheses and to suggest a few informative experiments. In
addition to KEKADA's heuristic of focusing on surprises, these strategies are the system's basic
source of power. We will now describe these strategies.
One strategy that KEKADA employs is to attempt to magnify a surprising phenomenon. For
instance, if the system observes that switching on the electric current in a coil produces electric
current in an adjacent coil, it would try changing the apparatus to increase the electric current in
the second coil. If the surprising phenomenon has one or more apparatus variables associated with
it, then the hypothesis generators suggest that the phenomenon may be magnified upon changing
the value of the apparatus variables. When this hypothesis is chosen, the experiment proposers
suggest a number of experiments in which one apparatus variable has a different value from that
in the surprising phenomenon, and all the other variables have the same values.
If the experiment results in magnifying the surprising phenomenon, 3 then all the future experi-
ments characterizing the surprising phenomenon are carried out with the new set of values of the
apparatus variable. This increases the chances of making crucial observations on further experi-
mentation with the surprising phenomenon. For instance, suppose that, in one of its attempts to
magnify the electric current, the system increases the length of the first coil to its maximum value,
and this manipulation results in a significantly larger current in the second coil. KEKADA would
then carry out all the further experiments with this longer coil, enabling it to make some crucial
experimental observations.
A second strategy is a specific implementation of the divide and conquer method. If the surprising
phenomenon is known to contain subprocesses, the hypothesis generators create the hypothesis that
one of the subprocesses is behaving in an unexpected fashion. When the hypothesis is chosen, the
2. Kulkarni (1988) describes the conditions under which the system employs a different strategy.
3. In these experiments, the non-numeric variables can have all possible values, but the numeric variables can have
only the maximum and the minimum values.
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experiment proposers suggest a number of experiments on this subprocess in the same manner.
If the results reveal that the subprocess is behaving in an unexpected manner, the experiment
evaluators make a recursive call to KEKADA. For instance, suppose the system finds that alanine is
not producing urea as expected, and it knows that this process has two subprocesses. In this case,
the hypothesis generators would suggest the hypothesis that one of two subprocess is behaving in
an unexpected maimer and would invoke KEKADA to resolve the surprise.
A third strategy involves trying to assess the scope of the surprising phenomenon using domain-
specific taxonomies. If one of the independent variables involved in the surprising phenomenon
belongs to a general class, then the hypothesis generators would suggest a hypothesis that this
phenomenon is exhibited generally by members of this class. When this hypothesis is chosen, the
experiment proposers would select members of the class, based on cost and availability, and test
experimentally whether the surprising phenomenon is also exhibited by them. When the num-
ber of members exhibiting this phenomenon exceeds the threshold value of three, the experiment
evaluators interpret that the hypothesis is correct, generalize the description of the surprising phe-
nomenon, and make a recursive call to KEKADA. In contrast, when the number of members that do
not exhibit this surprising phenomenon exceeds three, the system inactivates this hypothesis. For
example, when KEKADA studies the surprising phenomenon in which ornithine produces ammonia
in kidney tissue, its hypothesis generators suggest a number of scope hypotheses. Upon carrying
out various experiments, the system infers that the effect is exhibited generally by amino acids.
A fourth strategy involves finding the relevant factors in a surprising phenomenon. If the phe-
nomenon has two or more independent entities, then the hypothesis generator would suggest a
hypothesis that all the independent entities are not necessary to produce this effect. When this hy-
pothesis is chosen, experiment proposers would suggest a number of experiments, each of which has
all the independent entities in the phenomenon except for one. If one of these experiments exhibits
the surprising effect, the experiment evaluators infer that the effect can be exhibited with fewer
independent entities than those in the originally observed surprising phenomenon and then make a
recursive call to KEKADA. For instance, suppose the system observes that, when electric current is
switched on in an experimental setup, electric current appears in another coil. The system would
then examine which factors are necessary to cause this effect. Now suppose it finds that switching
electric current in a coil alone is sufficient to cause the effect. The system would then focus on this
effect.
A fifth strategy involves looking for phenomena that are similar to the surprising phenomena in
some way and then trying to find some relation between them. In particular, if two anomalous
effects include the same variable, then the hypothesis generators suggest two hypotheses. The
first hypothesis is that a larger class of values of this variable would exhibit anomalous effects.
The experiment proposers and experiment evaluators associated with such a scope hypothesis
were described earlier. The second hypothesis is that the two effects are part of a more complex
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mechanism of the form A --. B --* C. The experiment proposer for this hypothesis is specific to the
domain of metabolic biochemistry in the early 1900s. It suggests that one should measure the rates
of formation of C from A and from B. If the second rate is slower than the first, then the experiment
evaluators increment the implied-failure attribute of the confidence vector for the hypothesis. In
contrast, if the first rate is slower than the second rate, then the experiment evaluators increment
the implied-success attribute of the confidence vector for the hypothesis.
KEKADA employs these strategies, along with a few others, to create a small number of hypothe-
ses. Each hypothesis has a priority level associated with it, and the system prefers hypotheses
with higher priority levels. Furthermore, it chooses between hypotheses with the same priority
level using the confidence vectors. Kulkarni (1988) describes both the strategies and the preference
scheme in detail.
4. Rediscovery of Glutamine Synthesis
Now that we have described the representation, the control structure, and the processes in KV.KADA,
we will examine the behavior of the system on a particular problem from the history of science. In
1933, the biochemist Hans Krebs worked on the problem of understanding the nature of amino acid
metabolisms. He established that the deamination of amino acids (i.e., the removal of the amino
group from the amino acids) occurs by an oxidative reaction in the kidney, and not in the liver, as
had been previously assumed. He also produced data on the deamination rates of various amino
acids. Furthermore, he showed that glutamic acid combines with ammonia to produce glutamine,
a substance that was not previously known to play any role in metabolism. The discovery of the
glutamine reaction opened a whole set of new questions in metabolic biochemistry.
Here we examine KBKADA'S behavior when it is given a problem similar to that faced by Hans
Krebs. The problem can be stated as:
• Given: A surprising reaction in which ornithine produces ammonia in the presence of kidney
tissue slices;
• Given: Three previously postulated reaction pathways about the deamination reaction
(described later);
• Given: Background knowledge about the chemistry of various substances;
• Do: Revise the existing domain theory for amino acid metabolisms.
KEKADA'S behavior on this research problem can be divided into three stages: characterization of
the ornithine-in-kidney effect, study of the deamination reaction, and discovery of the glutamine
reaction.
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In the first stage, the system tries to characterize the surprising phenomenon in which ornithine
produces ammonia in the kidney. Experiments reveal that other amino acids are also able to produce
the effect, so KEKADA concludes that the phenomenon is a specific instance of the more general
deamination reaction. During the second stage, the system carries out a variety of experiments
that reveal details of the deamination reaction. In the process, the system comes across an unusual
reaction in which the presence of arsenite increases the production of ammonia from the glutamic
acid. In the final stage, KEKADA conjectures that glutamic acid combines with ammonia. The
system verifies experimentally that this reaction occurs and that it produces glutamine as output.
Below we describe this discovery process in greater detail.
4.1 Characterization of the Ornithine-in-Kidney Effect
In response to the surprise that ornithine produces ammonia in kidney, the hypothesis generators
suggest a number of alternative explanations. One of the generators suggests assessing the scope
of the phenomenon whenever the reactants in the observed phenomenon belong to a class of sub-
stances. In this case, ornithine belongs to the class of amino acids, amines, and carboxylic acids.
Therefore, this generator suggests a hypothesis that the effect may be common to one of these
classes. If the phenomenon has at least one apparatus variable associated with it, the magnification
generator suggests attempting to magnify the effect. As ornithine has two amino groups and am-
monia also has an amino group, another hypothesis generator suggests that ornithine is donating
one of its amino groups to ammonia.
For reasons discussed in Kulkarni (1988), the preference scheme in KEKADA prefers the magnifi-
cation hypothesis over other hypotheses. Thus the system attempts to magnify the observed effect.
However, attempts to magnify the phenomenon by varying the apparatus variables fail, so next
KEKADA decides to assess the scope of the surprising phenomenon. This leads to experiments on
a number of amino acids, which reveal that other amino acids can also produce ammonia in the
kidney. When four different amino acids are found to produce ammonia in the kidney, experiment
evaluators generalize the original observation and make a recursive call to KEKADA.
4.2 Study of the Deamination Reaction
Now that the system has determined that the surprising phenomenon is exhibited by amino acids
in general, the hypothesis generators suggest a number of new hypotheses. As the observed phe-
nomenon shares a number of entities with deamination, one hypothesis generator suggests that the
..¢
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observed phenomenon may be deamination and thus is one of the three previously hypothesized
deamination reactions:
• Hydrolytic: R-CH-COOH + H20 = R-CHOH-COOH + NH3
• Reductive: R-CH(NH2)-COOH ÷ H2 - R-CH2-COOH ÷ NH3
• Oxidative: 2 R-CH (NH2)-COOH ÷ 02 = 2 R-CO-COOH ÷ 2 NH3
The original observation of the effect was specific to ornithine. In this case, KEKADA established the
generality of the effect, which let it use general knowledge about amino acids to create additional
hypotheses. The system first decides to verify the oxidative hypothesis, but it must choose an amino
acid to carry out an experiment. KEKADA decides to carry out the experiment on alanine because
this substance is both reactive and cheap. Here we see another advantage of the strategy of assessing
the generality of a surprise. If the phenomenon turns out to be general, the experimenter has more
choice in choosing a variable in the phenomenon. To verify the oxidative reaction, KEKADA carries
out experiments on alanine and oxygen together. The results are consistent with the chemistry of
the oxidative reaction.
The system next decides to gather more data on the deamination of amino acids. After carrying
out experiments on a number of other amino acids, it carries out an experiment on glutamic
acid. KEKADA expects the glutamic acid to deaminate in a similar way to other amino acids, as
expectation setters in the system use the information of a class to set expectations about specific
substances. However, the system finds that the rate of production of keto acid from glutamic acid
is lower than expected. KEKADA notes this as a surprise and makes glutamic acid reaction the
focus of attention.
As the system focuses on this surprise, the hypothesis generators associated with various strate-
gies suggest a number of hypotheses. Using its preference scheme, KEKADA first chooses the
magnification hypothesis. It then attempts unsuccessfully to magnify the phenomenon by changing
the tissue and the aerobic conditions.
Next, the system selects the hypothesis that addition of an inhibitor substance would selectively
block a side reaction consuming the keto acid. Expectation setters use the chemistry-specific
knowledge about the action of inhibitors to make predictions about the results of the experiment.
KEKADA does not predict whether the rate of production of keto acid will increase, but it does
expect that the rate of production of ammonia will not be affected. V(hen the reaction is carried
out with arsenite, a particular inhibitor, the rate of production of both keto acid and ammonia
increases. This violates the expectations, leading the system to focus its attention on this newly
found surprising phenomenon.
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4.3 Discovery of the Glutamine Reaction
At this point, the hypothesis generators associated with the various strategies in KEKADA suggest
a number of different hypotheses. Among others, these include the following:
• The phenomenon may be common to some larger class, such as the class of carboxylic acids,
amino acids, or amines.
• Ammonia may be reacting with a reactant in a side reaction.
Based on its preference scheme, KBKADA decides to test the hypothesis that the phenomenon may
be common to the class of carboxyUic acids. However, after getting negative results for aspartic acid
and other carboxylic acids, the system reduces its confidence in this hypothesis. At this point, the
system decides to consider the hypothesis that ammonia is reacting with one of the other reactants
in a side reaction. When it carries out a reaction with glutamic acid and ammonia, glutamine is
produced. Thus the system discovers the important glutamine reaction.
KEKADA's operation on the ornithine-in-kidney problem produced a number of interesting results.
It established that deamination of amino acids occurs by an oxidative reaction in the kidney,
and not in the liver, as had been previously assumed. It produced data on deamination rates
of various amino acids. Furthermore, it showed that glutamic acid combines with ammonia to
produce glutamine, a substance that was not previously known to play any role in metabolisms.
The basic source of KEKADA's power was its ability to create a small number of good hypotheses
and experiments and to focus on surprises.
4.4 Summary of the Discovery Process
Table 4 shows the state of KEKADA'S knowledge at five steps, labeled S1, $2, $3, $4, and $5, in the
operation just described. Each step is associated with the knowledge K_KADA has at that point in
the run. Initially (S1), the system lacks the knowledge about amino acid metabolisms that it would
acquire at the end of the run ($5). At S1, it does not know the exact nature of the deamination
reaction, that it occurs in the kidney, or that it involves a glutamine reaction.
At this point, the system attends to the surprise that ornithine produces ammonia in the kidney.
This leads it to carry out experiments mainly on various amino acids in the kidney tissue slices.
In doing so, it searches a small part of the problem space that is rich in informative experiments.
Thus, the surprise about the ornithine reaction in the kidney constrains KEKADA's search. The
system then discovers that amino acids deaminate in the kidney and focuses on this general effect
($2); at this point, it has generalized the ornithine effect that it knew at S1.
At a later stage, when the system detects the surprising glutamic acid effect, it attends to this
effect instead of to the previously found surprises ($3). This leads it to carry out a number of
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Table 4. KEKADA's knowledge at various points in the discovery of glutamine synthesis.
$1: The system focuses attention on the ornithine-in-kidney effect.
ornithine -_ ammonia in kidney
$2: The system focuses attention on the amino-acids-in-kidney effect.
amino-acid -_ ammonia in kidney
$3: The system focuses attention on the glutamic acid effect.
amino-acid + oxygen -_ keto-acid + ammonia
glutamic acid -4 alpha-keto-glutarate (<< I) + ammonia (< I)
$4: The system focuses attention on the arsenite effect.
amino-acid + oxygen ---, keto-acid + ammonia
glutamic acid -_ alpha-keto-glutarate (<< I) + ammonia (< I)
glutamic acid + arsenite -_ alpha-keto-glutarate + ammonia
$5: The system has discovered the glutamine reaction.
amino-acid + oxygen -_ keto-acid + ammonia
glutamic acid -_ alpha-keto-glutarate (<< I) + ammonia (< I)
glutamic acid + arsenite -_ alpha-keto-glutarate + ammonia
glutamic acid + ammonia -_ glutamine
experiments on glutamic acid. Again, the surprise about glutamic reaction constrains the system's
search to a smaller problem space that contains the glutamine reaction. Finally, the system discovers
this reaction ($5). In summary, KEKADA employs a greedy strategy of focusing on a surprise as
soon as it is detected, and this constrains its search.
5. Discussion
In this section, we evaluate KgKADA's performance and compare the system with other programs.
In addition, we identify the limitations of the system and the ways it could be improved.
5.1 Evaluation of KEKADA'S Performance
A scientist is judged by the results of his or her research, and KEKADA can similarly be judged by
the discoveries it has made. We have tested the system on a number of different problems. In the
previous section, we discussed the general problem of amino acid metabolisms and how KEKADA
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responds to this problem. We also tested the system on the problem of urea synthesis in the body,
which had been an open problem until 1932. In that year, the biochemist Hans Krebs showed that
urea is synthesized in a cyclic mechanism, which KEKADA was able to rediscover. Another historical
problem involved elucidating the structure of common alcohol. In 1853, Williamson showed that this
substance has an ethyl group attached to an hydroxyl group, and KEKADA was able to rediscover
this structure. In yet another run, the system was able to rediscover magneto-electric induction.
These successes demonstrate the generality of the overall system, but it is also important that
a system's components themselves be general. KEKADA has 43 heuristics, of which 28 are domain
independent. The remaining 15 are specific to a domain, such as biochemistry, but none is specific
to a particular problem, such as urea synthesis. The system used 31 of its 43 heuristics in solving
more than one task in the runs.
The generality of the system is also implied by its psychological plausibility. KEKADA'S behavior
matches very well against the behavior of scientists; Kulkarni and Simon (1988) have shown that
the system is a good model of the heuristics Hans Krebs used in his discovery. The generality of
KEKADA's heuristics and their applicability to a variety of problems suggest that the system would
be effective in solving a wide class of tasks.
5.2 Relation to Other Research
It is usefulto compare KEKADA with relatedwork on experimentation and theory revisionin
machine discovery.For instance,Friedland(1979) studiedthe problem of producing a plan for
an experiment and developed MOLGZN, a program that uses skeletalplan refinementto thisend.
In contrast,KEKADA carriesout a complex seriesofexperiments,changing itsgoalssignificantly
along the way, but itsspecificationof an experiment isabstract.Thus, a specification,such as
"carryout an experiment with ornithineand ammonia with certainconcentrationsin liverusing
the tissueslicemethod," leavesout many detailsabout how thisexperiment isto be carriedout.
The MOLGEN system can refinean abstractdescriptionintoa detailedplan for executionof the
experiment.
Two outgrowths oftheoriginalMOLGEN projectwere theprograms calledGENSIM and HrPGENE
(Karp, 1989, 1990). These systems simulatea number of discoveriesin moleculargenetics.Given
an experiment and a theory,GBNSIM predictsthe resultsofthe experiment.Ifthereisa mismatch
between thesepredictionsand the observations,HYPGENZ infersmodificationsin the theory and
the initialconditionsof the experiment. To do this,it reasonsbackward from the differences
between the predictionsand the observations.Another novelfeatureof thesesystems isa powerful
representationthat is used to reason qualitativelyabout complex functionalrelationsbetween
variables.Both systems requirepriorknowledge to resolvean anomaly, and neithercan carryout
an extensiveexperimentationprogram.
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Another program that explains anomalous experiments is ADEPT (Rajamoney, 1990). This pro-
gram uses qualitative processes to represent theories and produces an explanation of an anomalous
observation in terms of these processes. It then carries out experiments to confirm it. Like HYP-
GENE, the system has a focused goal of explaining a particular phenomenon. In contrast, KEKADA
has a more general goal of revising its theories by carrying out informative experiments. It uses the
surprising effect as an opportunity to acquire more knowledge. Even in situations where a surprise
cannot be explained using existing knowledge, KEKADA can be effective in revising the theories.
Furthermore, it can detect new surprises and focus on these.
Other researchers (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Shrager _z Klahr, 1986) have studied experimentation
and theory revision in human subjects' understanding of complex devices. Their SDDS model
accounts for fine-grained data in the form of think-aloud protocols; in contrast, KEKADA is based
on coarse-grained data on historical discoveries. However, there are also commonalities between
SDDS (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988) and KEKADA, such as their use of a dual-space framework.
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
Although we found that KEKADA'S behavior matched well against that of scientists, our comparison
also revealed some limitations of the system. We found that scientists appeared to employ a number
of additional heuristics, some that were not useful on these particular problems but that would be
useful on many other problems. As a result, they are able to solve significantly more problems
than the system. One direction for future work is to develop a scientist's assistant by incorporating
additional discovery mechanisms, along with a large body of knowledge about a given domain.
This would require representations that support both qualitative and quantitative reasoning,
along with an architecture that can support a number of different mechanisms. A possible extension
would be to adopt ideas from Nordhausen and Langley's IDS (1990), a system that integrates
taxonomy formation, discovery of qualitative laws, and discovery of numeric laws. Their approach
should support KEKADA'S scope and factor-analysis strategies with a few changes, and it also
provides an extended representation for experiments. Future work should attempt to integrate
insights from the KEKADA and IDS systems.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we described KEKADA, a system that is capable of carrying out a complex series of
experiments on problems from the history of science. The system incorporates a set of experimen-
tation strategies that were extracted from the traces of the scientists' behaviors. KEKADA focuses
on surprises to constrain its search, and uses its strategies to generate hypotheses and to carry out
experiments. Some strategies are domain independent, whereas others incorporate knowledge of
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a specific domain. The domain-independent strategies include magnification, determining scope,
divide and conquer, factor analysis, and relating different anomalous phenomena. KEKADA repre-
sents an experiment as a set of independent and dependent entities, with apparatus variables and
a goal. It represents a theory either as a sequence of processes or as abstract hypotheses.
In this chapter, we described KEKADA's response to a particular problem in biochemistry. On
this and other problems, the system is capable of carrying out a complex series of experiments to
refine domain theories. Analysis of the system and its behavior on a number of different problems
has established its generality, but it has also revealed the reasons why the system, in its present
form, would not be a good experimental scientist. Nevertheless, we believe our work advances the
state of research on scientific discovery by proposing a set of computational strategies that can be
applied to a wide variety of domains.
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